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It is all good we are on the same page
And you ain't got to stress let's get your name change
Everything that didn't killed us made us stronger
Like the pennies that you found you wanted me to call
on
And if the shoe was on the other foot I hit the ceiling
Like the audacity you need me to play with your
feelings
I had you going crazy friends telling you to leave me
Held them down put them in their place when they were
talking greasy
I never like them bitches but I am not into picking
Your friends is your decision unless they play positions
I told you from the jump that it will be a roller coaster
Don't get that motion sickness on me now just hold me
closer
We are almost at the finish line we are getting closer
Can't you see I can see right around the corner
But you keep saying that is about to bounce fuck with
me
But then you say you love why the fuck are you fucking
with me

Here is the thing every time I go I am back around
Pull me back to the heat and out it doesn't matter what
we are going through
I ain't leaving so let's go do it now or never I have been
thinking about forever
Every day see that is the thing
I love you hate you love me and you get me back
We are doing it we had that good make up sex
We are doing it we had that good angry sex
Some say the arguments make the sex strong
Extraordinary not your ordinary climax called you a
dirty bitch
While you call me a type of wild shit pulling on my .
while you ride
I am close to the finish line I ask if you are stupid you
ask if I have seen there
Care you sideways flip you upside down I got you
upside out
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Take it easy when you
Here is the thing every time I go I am back around
Pull me back to the heat and out it doesn't matter what
we are going through
I ain't leaving so let's go do it now or never I have been
thinking about forever
Every day see that is the thing
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